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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that any classical simple Lie superalgebra over an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic zero contains an element which generates the whole super-alge- 
bra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Lie superalgebra L is a superalgebra (that is, a Z,-graded nonassocia- 
tive algebra), L = L, @ L,, with product ( , > satisfying the following 
axioms: 
(x, y> = -( -lpYy, x>, 
(x, (y, 2)) = ((x, y>, 2) + (-l)@(y, (x, 2)) (1) 
for x E L,, y E Lo, Z E L. 
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In particular, L, is a Lie algebra and L, is a Lie module for La. 
A subset X of a Lie superalgebra L is said to generate L if L is the 
smallest linear subspace containing X and closed under the product ( , >. 
Kuranishi [6] proved in 1949 that any finite-dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebra over a field of characteristic zero is generated by two elements. More 
recently, Ionescu [3] showed that over the real or complex field, given a 
finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra and an element x of it with 
nontrivial projections on each simple ideal, another element y can be found 
such that (x, y) g enerates the whole algebra. This result was slightly im- 
proved in [l, 21. Th e method used by Ionescu will be fundamental in our 
research. 
This paper is devoted to prove that any finite-dimensional classical simple 
Lie superalgebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, with 
nontrivial odd part, is generated by one element. The reader is assumed to be 
familiar with the theory of Lie superalgebras, as exposed, for instance, in 191. 
We will follow the notation there. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let L = L, @ L, be a finite-dimensional classical simple Lie superalge- 
bra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Then L, is a 
reductive Lie algebra and L, a completely reducible Lie module for L,. Let 
H be a Cartan subalgebra of L,. Then L decomposes as 
(see [9, p. IO9]>, where 
A0 U Ai is composed of linear functionals on H, 
Lt = {x E Li: (h, x) = A(h)x for all h E H}, 
A,, is the set of roots of L, with respect to H, 
Ai is the set of weights with respect to H of the adjoint representation of L, 
in L,. 
Following [S], a subset @ = { pi : i = 1, . . , t) of roots in A0 is said to be 
a generating sequence for A,, if any root in A0 is a finite sum of roots in @. It 
is easy to see that if @ is a generating sequence of roots, then the union of 
the set {e, : /II E a) [0 z ea E Lt( H) for all p E a] with a basis of the 
center of L, generates the Lie algebra L,. 
Given the Lie superalgebra L = L, CB L,, we shall make use of the trivial 
Lie superalgebra L’ associated with it, which is the Lie superalgebra defined 
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over the same vector space as L but with the new product 
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(XII + r1, Yo + yJ’ = (ra, yo) + ((x1, yo> - (y1, Q). (3) 
That is, L’ is obtained from L by making zero the product of any two 
elements in L,. Actually, the Lie superalgebra L’ is a Lie algebra, and L, is 
an abelian ideal of L' 
The classification of all finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras over 
algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero has been obtained by Kac [5]. 
We recall that if L is a classical simple Lie superalgebra over such a field, 
then the center of Lo, Z(L,), has d ‘mension at most one, and L,, viewed as 
a (completely reducible) Lie module for Lo, decomposes as a direct sum of at 
most two irreducible submodules. 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. Any finite-dimensional classical simple Lie superalgebra over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero is generated by one element. 
3. GENERATING ELEMENT 
In order to prove our Theorem, we shall need some previous results. The 
first one computes the value of a determinant which is similar to the 
well-known Vandermonde determinant. Its proof can be easily done by 
induction: 
LEMMA 1. Let x1,. 
1 . . . 1 
x1 **- x, 
2 
Xl ... xf 
x; . . . 
x,” 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2r-1 
Xl 
. . . X2r- 1 
r 
. . > x, be elements of afield F. Then 
0 . . . 0 
1 . . . 1 
2% . . . 2x, 
3x,2 ... 3x,2 
’ ‘i2’r’L’;)Xi;i2‘ ’ ‘.I.’ ‘(2i’_‘ljXi;-‘2 
= (_1)+1)/2 n (xi 
l<i<jgr 
- .y,),. 
Since the trivial Lie superalgebra L’ associated to a simple classical Lie 
superalgebra L is a Lie algebra with Lo a reductive subalgebra, dim Z(L,) 
< 1, and L, an abelian ideal that decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible 
modules for L, (that is, of minimal abelian ideals), we will make use of the 
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next result, which is rather technical: 
LEMMA 2. Consider the following ingredients: 
(i) Let A be a reductive Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of 
characteristic zero, A = Z(A) @ [ A, A], with dim Z(A) < 1 (Z(A) = Fc, 
c = 0 ifZ(A) = 0). 
(ii) Let V be a completely reducible module for A, V = V, @ ... CB V,., 
with the Vi’s irreducible. 
(iii) Let x, be an element of V which has nontrivial projections on all the 
irreducible summands of V and such that, in case there are isomorphic 
summands, the respective projections do not correspond through the isomor- 
Ph isms. 
(iv) Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of [A, A], and let h E H be an 
element which has nontrivial projections on all the simple ideals of [A, A] 
and satisfies [c + h, xl] = 0. 
(v) Let II = (7Ti : i = 1,. . . , r) be a generating sequence of roots for 
[A, A] with [h, e,,] # 0 for all i = 1,. . . , r (the existence of this set is 
shown in [3]). 
(vi) Renumber the roots ri so that m)(h) = ... = rrj$h) = t_~, njl+ ,(h) 
= . . . = r, ,I+j2(h) = I+, . . ., rrj,+ _ +j,_,+l(h) = ... = r#) = p,,, where 
/Jl,. . .1 p, are all different and nonzero, and let 
Zl = eTrl + ... +e,],, 
as in [3, p. 2791. 
(vii) Let h’ E H such that [h’, x1] = 0 and such that for 1 =G s < v we 
have 
7ri(h’) # rj(h’) for j, + ... +j,Y_l < i <j <j, + 1.. +j, 
(viii) Let L’ be the Lie algebra (trivial Lie superalgebra) A CD V with 
product 
[Yo + Yl>ZO +%I = [YO~ZOI + ([YOAI - [ZOT Yll) 
for Yo7 zo E A and yl, z1 E V. 
Then the elements c + h and h’ + z1 + **. z, + x1 generate L’. Moreover, if 
jl = ... = j, = 1, then c + h and z1 + *** +z, + x1 generate L’. 
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proof. Let S be the subalgebra of L’ generated by the elements c + h 
and h’ + z1 + *** +z, + x1. By direct computation we see that 
ad”(c + h)(h’ + .zl + ... +z, + x1) = p;lz, + *** +cL,mz, (5) 
SO, by a Vandermonde argument, we see that zr, . . . , z, E S, and this implies 
that h’ + x1 E S. 
Let us consider now zr = erl + **. emjl. As [h’, xl] = 0 and V is an 
abelian ideal of L’, we get 
adj( h’ + x1)(q) = adj( h’)( zl) +j[xl, adj-‘( h’)( zl)] E S. (6) 
But, if q = ni(h’) for all i = 1,. . . , r, then 
adj( h’)( zl) = ale,, + ... +aje,,,, (7) 
and the scalars are all different by (vii). Therefore 
21 
ad(h’ + xd(zl) 
ad2( h’ + x1)( zl) 
ad2ilP1( h’ + x1)( .zl) 
11 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 
a1 ... 91 1 
. . . 1 
af . . . 
4 2% 
. . . 
2aj, 
a1" . . . 
4 34 
. . . 34 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2i,-1 
a1 
. . . 2j1-1 
ffl 
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Since, by Lemma 1, the matrix that appears here is nonsingular, we obtain 
that the elements e,,, . . . , e,, , [ x1, erl], . . . , [ xi, e,, ] E S. 
In the same way it is chtcked that the elemekts evil+ 1, . . . , e,,] +,2 and 
[xi+,. +,I,. . , [x1, en,,,l+,2 ] belong to S, etc. Hence e, , [xi, e,] E S for any 
7rE H. In consequence, [A, A] . IS contained in S, and since h + c and 
h’ + z1 + a.. +z, + x1 E S, we get c, xi E S. Thus A c S and xi E S. 
Now, by (iii) and Jacobson’s density theorem [4] it follows that V c S as 
desired. 
Moreover, if j, = e-0 =j, = 1, then . it is clear that the argument used 
with ad(h’ + x,)j(z,) is not necessary, so that c + h and zi + **a +z, + xi 
generate L’. n 
Finally, we need the following: 
LEMMA 3. Let L = L, CB L, be a Lie superalgebra, and x = x0 + x1 be 
an element of L. Let S be the smallest subspace of L containing x and closed 
under the super-product of L. Then S is a subalgebra of L’. Hence S contains 
the subalgebra T of L’ generated by the elements x0 + x 1 and ( x1, x1 >. 
Proof. Obviously r = x,, + xi and (xi, xi) = (x, x) E S. The lemma 
will follow if we prove that for y = y,, + y1 and z = z0 + zi in S we have 
( y, z)’ E S. Indeed, we know that 
(y, y> = (y1, yJ E s, 
(9) 
(z, 2) = (21, q> E s, 
and 
(Y + 2, y + z) = (y1, y1) + (21, Zi) + 2( yi, Zl) E s. (10) 
Thus, (yi, zi) E S. But 
(y, z> = (y, 2)’ + (y1,q>, (11) 
so we conclude that ( y, z)’ = ( y, z) - ( yi, zi) E S. n 
It should be remarked that the argument above shows that any subspace 
of L that is closed under the super-product of L is a subalgebra of L’. 
Therefore, if L is a classical simple Lie superalgebra over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic zero and 
(1) x1 E L, has nontrivial projections on all the irreducible L,-submod- 
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ules of L, (projections which do not correspond through the possible 
isomorphisms between these submodules), 
(2) (Xl, xl) = c + h, with c an element that spans Z(L,) and h a 
nonzero element of a Cartan subalgebra H of (L,, L,), such that h has 
nontrivial projections on all the simple ideals of (L,, L,), 
(3) II = {7ri : i = 1,. . . , r} is a generating set of roots for L, correspond- 
ing to the Car-tan subalgebra H with 
(12) 
mj,+ - +j,_,+l(h)= ... =Tr(h) = CL,, 
and pu,,..., /A, are all different and nonzero, 
(4) the elements zi, i = 1, . . . , Y, are defined by 
(13) 
(5) h’ E H with (h’, xl> = 0, and for 1 < s < v, 7rJh’) z nj(h’) for 
j, + *** +jS_l < i <j <j, + *** +j,, 
then, by Lemmas 2 and 3, we get that the element r = x0 + x1, with 
x0 = h’ + z1 + --. +z,, generates the whole L. Moreover, if j, = 1.. = j, 
= 1 then h’ can be taken to be equal to 0. 
We will see that these conditions are fulfilled for any classical simple Lie 
superalgebra with the exception of the Lie superalgebras osp(l,2r) (r > 1) 
and b(n) (n > 3). For these two cases we will construct explicitly an element 
which generates the superalgebra. This will finish the proof of the Theorem. 
(a) Case L = osp(n, 2r) (n 2 3), L = r, , or L = r, 
For all these superalgebras L, is a direct sum of two simple ideals, 
L, = L’, CB L”,, and L,, as an La-module, is irreducible, being the tensor 
product V ’ 8 V 2, with V i an irreducible L&-module (i = 1,2). 
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Let H = H ’ @ H ’ be a Cartan subalgebra of L,, and, in the decomposi- 
tion (21, let y1 [respectively y ~ 1] b e a nonzero element of the highest 
[lowest] weight space Lt( H) [L,“(H)] of the L,-module L,. Now, if 
Xl = Yl + Y_~, since 2A is not a root of L,, we get that h = (x1, xl> = 
2( yl, Y_~> = 2+(y,, ~_~)h, # 0 as in [9, p. 121, (3.37)]. Moreover, h, has 
nontrivial projections on the two simple ideals of L,, because A = A, + A, 
with Ai a nonzero weight of Lh (i = 1,2). 
Since A E A,, = Ai U A:, where &,, is the set of roots of Hi in L\, 
i = 1,2, we can find an element h’ E H with A(h’) = 0 and a(h’) # /iI 
z O for any CY # p E A”. Then for any choice of the generating sequence, 
we get that xl, n, and h’ satisfy conditions (I)-(5) above, and we are done. 
(b) Case L = r(uI,, u2, ~~3) or L = d(n) / FI,, (n > 3) 
Since I’(l, 1 - 2) [ E r( P, U, - 2 (T )] is isomorphic to osp(4,2>, we can 
assume that the a,‘s are different. Then for such an L = T(u,, u2, u3) or for 
L = d(n)/FIz, we can find an element x1 E L, with nontrivial projection 
on all the irreducible summands of L, and such that (x1, xl> E H for some 
Cartan subalgebra H of L,. We can find, too, a generating sequence of roots 
II such that the elements (u(( x, , x, )) (a E II) are nonzero and distinct. 
Then by Lemmas 2 and 3 the element (C, E ne,) + x1 generates the 
superalgebra L. 
Actually, for L = r(ul, u2, a,), we have L, = sl(2) @ sl(2) @ sl(2). Let 
{h”, ei,fi} (i = 1,2,3) b e a standard basis in the ith copy of sl(2). Then 
taking yI, yP1 as in case (a>, and x1 = y1 + Y_~, the element (x1, xl> turns 
out to be a scalar multiple of u,h’ + u2 h2 + u,h3, and this is an element in 
the Cartan subalgebra of L, that takes nonzero different values for all roots. 
For L = d(n)/FI,, (n Z= 3), with 
d(n) = ((t i): A E gl(n), B E sl(n)) 
(see 19, p. 133, (4.42)]), th e e ement 1 x1 can be taken to be the class (module 
FI,,,) of qE,,,+, + (~g&,,+~ + ... +q_,E,_1,2”_1 + (-C:z;dEn,zn> 
where Ej j denotes the matrix with 1 in the (i, j> place and O’s elsewhere, 
and cyl,. . . , CY_~ are nonzero scalars chosen so that the scalars a( ( x1, x1 >), 
(Y E II, are nonzero and distinct, where lI is the set of roots of L, with 
respect to the Cartan subalgebra formed by the diagonal matrices (module 
FI,,). 
(c) Case spl(n, m) (n > m > 1) 
In this case, let us consider the representation of spl(n, m> given in 19, p. 
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1271, and the element xi = E,, n + 1 + E,, 1, I. Then 
(Xl, ~1) = 2CE1.1 +En+l,n+d 
*** +E,,,) + ;(E,+,,,,+I + ... +En+m,n+m) 
n-l 1 1 




n n n,n 
m-1 1 1 
+ -E -- 
m 
n+1,n+1 E n+z,n+z - .** -; E 
m 
n+m,n+m . (14) 
1 
Let us next consider the Cartan subalgebra of L, formed by the diagonal 
matrices, the generating sequence of roots 
with Ai(E.,j> = aij for i = 1,. . . , n and /A{<E~,~> = 6i+n,j for i = 1,. . . , m, 
and the J e ements 
Zl . = El 2 + EL, + *.* +E,,n + En+~n+z + En+~n+z + ..* +En+~n+m, 
z 2 = Ez,, + Es,, + **a +&,I + En+2,.+1 + E,+z,n+~ + ... +%+,,,+I, 
h’ = a,%, + .** +sE,,, + f4En+~n+l + *.. +P,,,-%+m,n+m> 
with (hi = pi, k((~i - (wi) + f(cr, - crj) for i fj, k:(pi - pi) z k(pi 
- /3.) for i #j, and (hi + **a + (Y, = /3i + **a +& = 0. Then, for (n, m) # 
(2, lj, the hyp o th eses of Lemma 2 are fulfilled and L is generated by the 
element h’ + z1 + z2 + x1. For spl(2, l), by the end of Lemma 2, L is 
generated by zi + .z2 + xi where z1 = E,,, and .z2 = E,,,. 
(d Case spl(n, n) / FI,, 
This case can be dealt with in exactly the same way as the previous one. 
(e) Case L = osp(2,2r) 
If ?- = 1, osp(2,2) = spl(2,l) and we are done. Hence we will assume 
r > 2. Here L, = Fc CB sp(2r), and L, decomposes into the direct sum of 
two irreducible La-submodules, which are isomorphic and irreducible with 
highest weight A, as sp@r)-modules (notation as in the appendix of [9]): 
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I,, = G, @G-i with (Gi,Gi) = O(i = fl)and(G,,G_,) = La. Further- 
more,(c,u)=uand(c,u)= -vforallu~G,andv~G_i. 
In this case we set x1 = yi + y_ i, where yi is a nonzero element of Gtl 
and y_ i a nonzero element in GI: 1 and consider the Car-tan subalgebra of 
osp(2,2r) which is Fc CD H, where H is formed by the diagonal matrices 
diag(O,O, A,, A,, . . . , A,, --A,, -A,, . , -A,). 
Then (xi, xi) = pie + pu,h,,, with pi # 0 f /.L~, because the H,, in [9, p. 
121, (3.37)] that app ears here has nonzero components in both summands of 
the Cartan subalgebra Fc @ H. Next we consider the generating sequence of 
roots 
II = {+(A, - Ai), i = l,..., r; +(A, + A,)}, 
and the elements 
Zl = eA,_h P + eh,_h, + ... +eA,-* v + eh,++ 
22 = eh,-A, + eh,-A, + 0.. +eh,-*, + ~-(A~+A,)~ 
h’=diag(0,0,0,1,2 ,..., r-1,0,-1,-2 ,..., -r+l). 
By Lemmas 2 and 3 the element h’ + z1 + z2 + x1 generates L. 
Finally, let us see what happens for the case L = b(n) and L = osp(l,2r). 
In both cases we cannot apply the results of Lemma 2, because there is no 
nonzero element of L, with square in a Cartan subalgebra of Lo. 
@ Case L = b(n) 
Take 
with C = C;:;( Ei i + 1 - Ei + 1, i), Z the identity matrix, and H = diag(l,2, 
22,. . . ) 2”-2, 1 - in>; then 
(x, x> = (x1, Xl> = (2: &). 
It is straightforward to see that the repeated use of ad(H) on C shows 
that E, i+l and E,+l,i (i = l,..., n - 1) belong to the subalgebra of sl(n> 
generated by H and C. But {Ei, i+ 1, Ei+ 1, i : i = 1, . . , n - 11 generates 
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4(n). Thus, H and C generate sl(n). Now Lemma 3 shows that if S denotes 
the subalgebra of L generated by x, then the projection of S on L, is the 
whole L,. Moreover, (S, S n L,)’ = (L,, S n L,)’ c S n L,, so S n L, is 
an La-submodule of L,. Let us check that S = L. 
If S n L, were not 0, then by the irreducibility as L,-module of 
L\= ((i f):Br=B) and L,f= {(E i):Cr= -C); 
we would get that either L?, or Lt (or both) would be contained in S. 
Obviously, if L, were contained in S, then S = L, as desired. 
Assume that Lt 2 S and L, cJS. In consequence L’, n S = 0. Then for 
anyDwith DT= -D, 
ES and (b’ -!+ 
so 
((f -‘H), (i i))= (-(H/+ DH) I:) Es. 
Therefore 
and 
Now, with D = E,, i+ 1 - Ei+ 1, i we get from (16) and (17) that 
( Ei i+l b -Ey+l,i) l s and( Ei;lzi _L+J E S7 
and the elements {Et i+ 1, Ei+ 1 i : i = 1, . . , n - l} generate sl(n). 
L, c S and, in consequence, 
a contradiction. 
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Let us assume now that Li c S and L”, f~ S = 0. Then 
(F _OH)tS and (“, i)tS 
for any symmetric matrix B. Hence 
((; _‘H),(; ;))= (“,” HB;BBH) ES, (lg) 
so 
(“0” :B)=’ (20) 
and 
((E _ql)’ iBt ;B))= (‘H,, [H,oucl’) E ‘, c21) 
With B = Eji, i = 1,. . . , 12, we get that BC = -Ei,i_l + Ei,i+l (Ei,j = 0 if 
either i < 0 or j > n) and [H, BCI = piEi,ipl + ViEi,i+l) with Pi # -vi. 
Therefore, from (20) and (21) we obtain that 
Ei i+l 
b -;,i+l) E s. 
As before, this means that L, G S and, in consequence, 
( 1 O O EL;; c 0 
a contradiction. 
Finally, if S n L, = 0, there is a unique symmetric matrix B 
unique skew-symmetric matrix C such that 
(22) 
and a 
Y = iE.l _:l,l) ES. 
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By Lemma 3, 
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(x, y>’ = 
[H, El.11 HB + BH - 2E,,, 
CE,,, + E,,,C - (HD + DH) -[H, E,,J 
0 HB + BH - 2E,,, 
= ( CE,,, + E,,,C - (HD + DH) 0 I 
E s. 
(23) 
Since S n L, = 0, we obtain HB + BH = 2E,,,, HD + DH = CE, 1 + 
E,, ,C, so B = E,, 1 and D = +(E, 2 - E, l). But 
0 ES 
f(E,,, - E,,,) ii’ 
and 
SO 
x, ( E;2 _;2,1)] = (-il.’ -(“‘;,: Ez81)), (25) 
a contradiction. 
@ Case L = osp(l,2rJ (r > 1) 
In this case 
L= 








: B = BT, C = C: 
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Let us consider the elements 
’ 0 1 ... 
-1 
0 





x0 = diag(O, 1,3,3’, . . . ,3’-l, 
Thus we have 
(x1, Xl> = 2 
0 0 **a 
1 1 *** 1 
0 
0 
- 1, -3, -32,. .) -37. 
0 0 *** 01 
0 -1 . . . -1 -1 . . . -1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 -1 . . . -1 -1 . . . -1 . 
0 1 *** 1 1 *** 1 
(27) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1 *** 1 1 *** 1 ) 
Consider the Car-tan subalgebra of L, formed by the diagonal matrices, the 
elements cr(xO), (Y E AO, are nonzero and distinct. Thus, x0 and (x1, xl> 
generate La. Let S be the subalgebra of osp(l,2r) generated by the element 
x0 + x1. Let us prove that S = L. By Lemma 3 the projection of S on L, is 







cY1 *** ff, a,+1 *** a2r 
1 0 *** 0 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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: : : . . . .’ i 0 
w 
+ 




3 cd 0 ... 0 
+ 
..P” 
’ oo...o h 
: : : . . . . . . . : 0 
N 
zoo. . . 0 
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IfSnL,wereequalto0,then2cuj= -3j-10j(j=1,...,r),2~,+j= 
3j- ‘~y,.+~ (j = 2, . . , r), and 2 (Y,+ i = (Y,+ i + 1, and this would imply cxj = 0 
forj#r+ 1 and CY,.+~ = 1. But then (y, y) = -2E,,,+, E S, so Ei,r+z 
- Es, i E S n L,, a contradiction. Therefore S n L, # 0, and, since L, is an 
irreducible La-module, we conclude, as in the previous case, that L, c S and 
S = L, as required. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a simple superalgebra over afield F of character- 
istic 0 such that L % fi is classical simple, where CR is the algebraic closure 
of F. Then L is generated by one element. 
Proof. Let {al,. . . , a,} be a basis of L. Our Theorem implies that there 
are scalars (~i,. . , a, E fl such that x = cxlal + *** + cx,a, generates L % 
0. This implies that a basis of L @+ C! can be found among the elements 
r, (x, r>, (x, (r, r>>, ((r, r>, r>, . . . But this is equivalent to the nonvan- 
ishing of a polynomial in (pi, . . . , a, with coefficients in F (the determinant 
of the matrix of change of bases). Since F is infinite, there are scalars 
Pi>. . . >P” E F for which this polynomial does not vanish. Hence y = PIal 
+ *** +&an generates L. W 
Notice that the argument in the proof above shows that the set of 
elements that generate L is very large (Zariski open). 
In concluding, it must be remarked that the problem of finding a small set 
of generators for classical simple Lie superalgebras has been investigated 
previously in [7, 81. In [7] it is shown that spl(m, n> is generated by one 
element, which is our cases (c> and Cd), and in [8] that osp(n, m> is generated 
by two elements. 
The authors are indebted to the referee for his or her ve y careful revision 
of the manuscript. In particular, the present statement of Lemma 3 is due to 
the referee. 
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